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INTRODUCTION

Nowadays it is common knowledge that there is nothing like mass culture to help people with telling their stories, nothing like mass culture to effect on national historical memory. The spreading of cinema, the extension of its influence in different levels of social consciousness, in opinion of Ukrainian researcher Sergey Marchenko, bears a remote resemble of another phenomenon that was developing synchronically, the discovery of atom bomb: "Atomic scientist were searching for fundamentally new cheap energy, cineastes - means of influencing on the spectator..." (Marchenko, 2002).

The Ukrainian-Polish conflict at the time of World War II is the topic for active researches of Ukrainian, Polish, West European and American scientists. Today the basic areas within the boundaries of national historiographies (revisionists, traditionalists, extrascientists) are defined with specific variability, head researchers of problems are well-known. So, Tadeusz A. Olszański (Łukaszw, 1989), Andrzej L. Sowa (Sowa, 1998), Ryszard Torzecki (Torzecki, 1993) etc. can be named here. Among Polish historians we should mark out Grzegorz Motyka, the evolution of whose sights demonstrates predominance of radical course over liberal in modern Polish historical sciences (Motyka, 2016). Meaningful progress of Ukrainian scientists is demonstrated in studies of Bogdan Hud (2018), Volodymyr Vyatrovich (2011), Igor Ilyushyn (2001), Oksana Kalishchuk (2016) and others. However, complex analysis of reflection of the Volhynian events in cinema and theatrical art, which is actual due to qualitative and quantitative changes in this sphere and their effect on the society, was neglected by specialists.

The purpose of the research is an analysis of the delicate topic of the Ukrainian-Polish conflict in modern cinema and theatre. The task of the article is also to determine effects of cine and theatre products on the social discourse; to characterize the image of the Volhynian events in documentary and feature films; to highlight the evolution of cineastes’ tasks of from informative tasks to the work with spectator's emotions.

METHODS

Complex of research methods used in the article consists of general scientific methods (analysis, synthesis, periodization, terminologization, classification), interdisciplinary methods (method of psychological analysis) and socio-historical methods. Among other, there were used comparative method, problem-chronological, system, genetic, typological method. The analysis of reflection of Volyn tragedy in cinema and theatre required the use of interdisciplinary approach which allowed to reveal multidimensionality of the problem.

RESULTS

In the case of experience of work with the difficult past the example of the Holocaust is considered to be most notable. Shoah is generally known through the mass culture. Jews should be commended here - they made hundreds of cine products for different audience. Among
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them, there are documentary films that help with investigating the facts; arthouse that allows directors to reinterpret the event from a fresh angle; and mass and popular films famous actors directed by remarkable directors. In response to "The Pianist" by Roman Polanski, "Schindler's List" Steven Spielberg, "Sophie's Choice" by Alan J. Pakula our contemporary not only knows, but also feels what happened to Jews in the years of World War II. Alison Lansberg, among other things, wrote about phenomena of history identification with its presentation in cinema as "prothetic memory" (Landsberg, 2004: 2).

There is every reason to suppose that today people try to insert the topic of Volynia'43 in the overall tendency of genocide studies and Holocaust Industry, to use of similar approaches of popularization of knowledge about happenings of the Ukrainian-Polish conflict in the years of World War II in Volynia, Eastern Galicia, Chelm Land and Podlachia. In particular, there is valid position of Ivan Patryliak, who states that in modern democratic Poland the plan for construction of classic "holocaust industry", which is destined to become one of foundation stones of Polish collective memory, is implemented (Patryliak, 2014: 149). It is important that the history of long past in such forms as documentary films is given to the younger generation and just at the time when young people' consciousness and the ability of analyzing is in process of forming.

The mastership of documentary lies in ability to get the spectator interested. First documentary films dedicated to the "Volhynian events" appeared in Poland as recently as the nineties of the twentieth century. In this time films "Wolię 1943 - Krytonom Pożoga", directed by Wincenc Ronicz, "Wolię 1943 - Błiscy a dalecy", directed by Anna Górná, Lubomie Zając, Michał Tkaczkur appear. New explosion of interest was related to the sixtieth anniversary in 2003 ("Wolię - zapis zbrodni", scenarist Jadwiga Nowakowska; "Był o sobie miasteczko", directed by Tadeusz Arciuch, Maciej Wojciechowski) and seventieth in 2013 ("Szliakom Wolijskich Krzyży", directed by Marek Chapla, "Ukrainiński rapso", directed by Dariusz Marek Szednicki, "Zapomniane zbrodnie na Wołyniu", directed by Tadeusz Arciuch). Also there should be mentioned such films from Ukrainian side as "Volynia - 1943" by Ihor Chizhov ("Inter"), "Volynia. Sign of trouble" by Alexandr Balaban and Alexander Radinsky ("First National"), "Volyn tragedy: sight from Ukraine" by Halyna Tereshuk. Among late works there should be named documentary-publicistic four-episode "Memory Syndrome" (scriptwriters - Maxim Shapka and Olena Vavilova), "Volyn Tragedy. Memory. Sorrow. Reconciliation" (author - Maria Andrushenko, Volhynian television), "Ilkaye Ludo-bóstwo" (scriptwriter and director - Andry Smus).

Documentary films had not always elicited unambiguous reaction of spectators. After exhibition of the work of Agnieszka Arnold ("Purification", the first part which showed Ukrainian viewpoint on Volhynian events, at first and then "Forgiveness", the second part which presented Polish position) Ethnic committee of media at the instigation of "kresovyatski" surroundings accused the author of disregard of journalism norms and only the court of law put the things right.

Worthy of special mention is film by BBC journalist Wanda Koscia "My Friend the Enemy" (pol. Mój przyjaciel wróg), based on eye witnesses' account, that tend to show positive experience in such touchy topic not through the mutual accusations, but paying attention to examples of rescue Polish neighbors by Ukraine people. This film provoked noticeable comments and was admitted particularly interesting film, which gives much food for reflection, by famous English historian Norman Davies (Mój przyjaciel wróg... URL). At another point, writer and journalist Neal Ascherson named it the part of mosaic which has been missing: "It is not only about what Ukrainian and Polish people did to each other, but also about all horrible events of war. This film represents more incomprehensible cruelty and moral confusion than numerous films and books about the Holocaust or massacres in French Oradour-sur-Glane, or about Warsaw. Neighbors, who can go against neighbors firstly, and then risk their lives for saving strangers in Jesus Christ' name..." (Mój przyjaciel wróg... URL). Not coincidentally, in opinion of John-Paul Himka, paying attention to survived people demonstrates the historical memory softly, though mightily; sparks of such humanity make possible wading through that dark times (Mój przyjaciel wróg... URL).

In terms of consideration documentary of films dedicated to Volynia'43, the related telepublicism genre should be examined. So, special issue on this topic were prepared by leading historical "Historical truth with Vakhtang Kipiani" and "Unclassified history" (the presenter - Oleksandr Zinchenko) and socio-political ("Opposite sight", "Ideologic choice" etc.) programmes. Even more the Ukrainian-Polish conflict in the years of World War II is present at Polish television ("Niedokonczone rozmowy", "Wideozast z historia" etc.). This is an additional demonstration of the relevance of the topic and the role of documentary in forming public opinion.

In general, over the past quarter of the century, many documentary films dedicated to Volyn'43 were screened. They were different in their artistic value, form, way of disclosing the topic, the position of the author, target audience etc. The text that accompanies the image in a documentary film (sometimes, on the other hand, the image accompanies the text) performs informational, propagandist and aesthetic functions. It is also important to note that over the last years, the sync with witnesses are losing their auxiliary appointment regarding to the author's text and they become the main source of emotional information and content. While the first films, as qualitative publicism and rather historical journalism, performed primarily informational and educational functions, now, when much has been written and said about Volyn'43, more important is not what is said, but how it is said. With increasing frequency we can find examples of deep artistic reflections on the traumas of the past and the challenges of modernity (another question is how strongly we agree with them).

The demonstration of the importance of documentary films for forming the memory about Volhynian events is organizing the special views on this topic by the Institute of National Remembrance. Thus, within the framework of the 70th anniversary during one of such views in Lodz, four films were offered ("Skrawek piekla Podolu", "Zapomniane zbrodnie Wołyniu", "Był o sobie miasteczko", "Wolię wpóźodze").

A special, if not an exceptional place among the artistic cinematographic works belongs to the "Volyn", the first and, so far, the only feature film dedicated to Volyn tragedy, which sparked a wide response even before the release (Kalischuk, 2016: 53-54). In his interviews the director Wojciech Smarzowski declared his desire to make a film that would become a bridge, not a wall between peoples, to initiate a dialogue between Ukrainians and Poles concerning the Volhynian events. It was rather wishful thinking, because neither the text that the script had been based on ("Hate" by Stanisław Skrowokowski) nor the artist's intention to make a picture with the Polish perspective, that, after all, he did not hide from the very beginning, did not allow to talk about
the discovering the truth. The symbolism of "Volyn" begins from the first frames - from the motto (epigraph) "Kresowani" twice; the first time they were struck by an axe, and the second time they were killed through the suppression. The second death is worse than the first", which belongs to Jan Zaleski, the father of the notorious priest Tadeusz Isakowicz-Zaleski. The film is started with the scene of the wedding which is also symbolic - in this scene we can see the marriage of Ukrainian man and Pole woman.

Many episodes are not fiction and correspond to the historical truth. So, for example, it is easy to read events in the Kislin Church, known from the descriptions of Włodzimierz Sławomir Dębski. A quite impressive scene of breaking the negotiator with horses for historians is connected with the fate of the famous poet Zygmunt Jan Rumel, which the mention to his poem "Two homelands" refers to. The director did not spare so called "retaliation actions", which caused ambiguous reaction of representatives of Kresy environment. However, Ukrainian who was murdered by Poles just on the eve of that day had killed his own brother, who demanded him to join the massacre, and killed his own wife, who was Pole. And while in the case of actions against Poles we have straight and unopposed references to their executors (Ukrainian nationalists), the spectator here was left without such landmarks.

The perceptual problem while watching the film is that even these segmentally truth facts, gathered in one place and shown as one person saw all of these events, create a single deformed picture of what happened in the years of World War II. All subjects selected by the director served a clearly defined goal - to secure exclusive role of the "victim" for "us" and to pass all responsibility for the tragedy to "them" (read - Ukrainians), ignoring the causal relationships. The film by Wojciech Smarzowski is completely inscribed into the discourse of "Kresy", which is characterized by only an apparent dialogue, which really is a monologue with the images of the past, in which "them" play the role of background artists or even "executors". These are "our Kresy", where others live, but the main interest, the most important is our history and the very memory of it must be restored.

The problem of the film is also in the fact that it creates a general atmosphere of hatred and enlivens the "blood-suckers of the past", which both nations have just begun to dispose of. In fact, such cinema does not make the spectator think about the causes and the magnitude of the tragedy, appealing more to feelings than to the ratio. In the eyes of the average spectator, who is not aware of the historical intricacies, the film has probably strengthened the negative stereotype of Ukrainians and created an anti-Ukrainian atmosphere. After all, the main part of the film is aimed at the demonization of the Ukrainian underground; we see the images of torture, we hear pathetic texts about the murder for Ukraine, and so on. Ukrainians clearly look worse against the background of the Germans or the Soviet partisans just steal moonshine and salo, however, they admit that they "could become sheep, as well as khokhols".

One way or another, the film caused a considerable public reaction both in Poland and in Ukraine. We can mark at least two formal indicators of it. The first. In the first week after the release of the film, according to official information, it was seen by nearly 230 thousand spectators. This is the best result among the historical films in recent years. For comparison, according to Boxoffice.pl, Miasto 44 Jana Komasy (2014) was seen by 191,900, Kamieniarnaszaniec Roberta Gilinski (2014) - by 105,558 spectators (Polacychoglądadfilmyhistoryczne, 2016 URL; Shami, 2017). In general, on average, at least 1.5 million people who saw it. The second, Polish War Drama, created by Wojciech Smarzowski, received 9 of the 14 nominations for the "Orły 2017" award, the Polish "Oscar" analogue. The film is featured in all major nominations: "Best Movie", "Best Director", "Best Scenario", "Best Music", and "Audience Award". This popularity of the film (as well as the enthusiastic responses of some authors) allowed analysts to express the assumption that the film will shape the image of a Ukrainian among the present generation of Poles.

The situation with the screening of this film outside of Poland in not less interesting. In Vilnius, the capital of Lithuania, Wojciech Smarzowski's film was demonstrated within the framework of the film festival "Kino Pavasaris". Here it is worth noting that due to the controversy of the film, the session was preceded by a special discussion in which on the one hand participated the head of the Ukrainian Institute of National Remembrance Volodymyr Viatroych, and on the other hand prof., director of the The Institute of Political Studies of the Polish Academy of Science Grzegorz Motyka. The noticable conclusion was made by the well-known Lithuanian historian Alvydas Nikzentaitis, who argued that the film would make the Ukrainian-Polish discussions on the topic of Volyn for the next 20 years impossible (Wiatrowycz krytykowa... URL). In Latvia the screening of the film in the Riga cinema Splendid Palace on October 27, 2017 was initiated by private people. After interrogating in the security police, the organizers Ruslana Pankratova and Aleksandr Gaponenko sent letters addressed to Andrezej Duda, President of Poland, and the Polish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and to Prime Minister Mateusz Morawiecki, with information about promoting the spread of Bandera ideology by the Latvian authorities and persecuting those who speak the truth. It is symptomatic that the corresponding letters were also sent to the Polish Embassy in Latvia and the Office of the Procurator-General of Poland from the Polish partnership "Polonez" and the "Association Against Nazism" (Tarasov, 2018).

The events of the Ukrainian-Polish conflict in the Ukrainian series by Volodimir Lis' novel, "Century of Jacob" (directed by Bata Nedich, screenwriter Andriy Kokotyukha) look different. In the history of Ukraine through the eyes of the Volhynian peasant Jacob, who was born at the time of the Russian Empire and became old at the time of independent Ukraine, the Volyn tragedy acts as an attack on the Ukrainian village where the hero lives by the Polish group. At that tragic moment, the noble Pole (main heroine), who protects the peasants in the face if her attacking fellowmen, comes to the rescue. As a result, "... But when people found who saved them, they surrounded Zosya and Jacob, kissed Zosya's hands, and some of them knelt before her as if she was the holy ..." - Human values outweighed in this film. By the way, this film was presented in 2016 as well as "Volyn" by Wojciech Smarzowski.

Equally noticeable is the information that appeared recently about the intention of starting the new film. The Polish director Konrad Lentzky (author of the film named "Wykłęty") has started preparing the work named "Luna", which will be devoted to the Ukrainian-Polish relations of 1943-1947, and will refer to the events in Volhynia, the Polish guerrilla activity in this region in the final part - events in the Beskids of the postwar period. The artist himself defined his position as follows: "The film is a reminder of these people, because it seems to me that,
during 20 years of so-called freedom, there was only one film created on this topic and this is, of course, very few. I think that the magnitude of the tragedy these people have faced with is so great that its implementation in one film, albeit prominent, is not enough" (Trojan, 2018).

On the other side, we should note the position of the well-known Polish director Jerzy Hoffmann, who declared his refusal to shoot a film about Volhynian events. The refusal was motivated by the fact that every peasant war is cruel, and when people who survived from one side and the other are dead, when those who raised their children in mutual hatred die, relations between people would become normal again.

The vision of the past can be promoted through cartoons successfully. The cartoon "Ludobójstwo" is not just an animation, its authors claims to the documentary, and the cartoon itself is a story about crimes against the Poles in the period after 1939 (from the Oswiecim camp to the Volyn massacre). Its creator Arkadiusz Olszewski found his audience on YouTube. The second cartoon is "Escape" by Yaroslav Konopka, produced as a classic puppet animation. As stated in the description, the film is full of stories of witnesses who "experienced their own death" in Volhynia.

The presentation of the problems of ethnic antagonisms is not something extraordinary on the stage. It is worth mentioning the performance of the Warsaw theater "At liberty" (directed by Ondrej Spižák) by the text of the play "Our Class" by Tadeusz Słobodzianek which refers to the tragic for the Poles and Jews events in the Jedwabne. Similarly, for example, the Ukrainian-Polish conflict appeared in Bydgoszcz in the "Wedding" by Stanislaw Wyszyński (directed by Marcin Liber).

For the first time the topic of Volhynian events came to the theater, when the "Ballad of Volhynia" was presented at the Independence Museum in Warsaw by Tarnovskiy theater Nie Teraz in 2011. Director, screenwriter and stage designer Tomasz Antoni Zak used the novel of Włodzimierz Odojewski "Zaspiewszytko, zawieje" and eyewitness accounts in his theatrical adaptation. The statement can be divided into two parts. The first is the story of tragic deaths, tortments through the stories of three women, who tell about the fate of their relatives and neighbors (one of the heroine is Ukrainian); the second is a metaphorical scene after a tragedy, when women try to wash away their memories of blood and resort to self-flagellation. It is noteworthy that the director, who was born in a family of people from Volyn, formulated as his task to affects as many his fellow-citizens as possible with the death of Polish, since "Motherland is the land and graves. The people, who lose their memory, lose their lives".

The play "Aporia'43 / Decalogue: Local World War" was one of the first attempts to speak about the Volhynian events of 1943 in the theatrical parlance (Dudko, 2012). At the same time, it was an attempt of common reassessment of the complicated historical past and attempts to develop at least a scenic dialogue between Ukrainian and Polish artists if not a common vision of the past. In this project the Polish side was presented by the Lublin director Lukas Wit-Michalowski (theatre "Scena Prapremier In vitro") in collaboration with the playwright Artur Paliga. The Ukrainian side was placed in by the Kharkiv theater "Arabesque" (directed by Svitlana Oleshko). The Volyn tragedy was at the center exactly in Polish part. It starts a modern accounts in his theatrical adaptation. The statement can be divided into two parts. The first is the story of tragic deaths, tortments through the stories of three women, who tell about the fate of their relatives and neighbors (one of the heroine is Ukrainian); the second is a metaphorical scene after a tragedy, when women try to wash away their memories of blood and resort to self-flagellation. It is noteworthy that the director, who was born in a family of people from Volyn, formulated as his task to affects as many his fellow-citizens as possible with the death of Polish, since "Motherland is the land and graves. The people, who lose their memory, lose their lives".
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ВОЛИНСЬКА ТРАГЕДІЯ У КІНО Й ТЕАТРІ

Кіно справедливо уважають потужним соціокомунікаційним каналом інформаційного простору. Їого значущість підсиlena у випадку звернення до дражливих тем. У статті запропоновано огляд зразків кіно- та театруального мистецтва, присвячені українсько-польському протистоянню у роки Другої світової війни на західних землях України. Закентовано увагу не лише на сюжетному розмаїтті стрічок, а й на філософській, герменевтичній, психоаналітичній можливості й потребі їх глибокого вивчення. Так, зокрема, хроніко-документальним та науково-популярним фільмам став властивий акцент на індивідуалізацію волинських подій через особу свідків, тих, хто її пережив. Особливою особливістю документального кіно про Волинь'43 є неможливість зробити його більш естетичним та відстороненим. Основним завданням і кінематографу, і театру на сучасному етапі слід уважати здатність викликати емоційне співпереживання. На сьогодні кіно- та театральні твори є елементом національної самодентифікації та формування національної пам'яті. Документальні, і особливо художні фільми можуть відновлювати та закріплювати старі стереотипи і творити нові міфи. Через засоби сучасного мистецтва досвід більш ніж семидесятирічної давнини стає досвідом сучасників. Зроблено висновок, що і документальне, і художнє кіно, і театральні вистави є одним із шляхів міжнаціонального діалогу. Яскравим увірванням надзвичайності є бурхливі дискусії, які викликають в українському та польському суспільстві такі художні фільми, як "Волинь"."Войца" Смажовського. Водночас, слід розуміти, що важливо говорити про ті теми, які є білочими для спільноти.

Ключові слова: Волинська трагедія; театр; документальний фільм; художній фільм.
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